CASE STUDY

Adobe DPS Sales App
CHALLENGE
Adobe’s Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) sales team asked 6D Global to reimagine
the sales tool that they use for marketing the DPS product to clients. Prior to 6D’s
involvement, Adobe’s DPS sales force was using a linear slideshow that did not
adequately represent the DPS and its capabilities.
6D was tasked with creating a sales enablement application that would showcase the
features of DPS and take into account the variety of ways in which sales personnel
present the information.

PROJECT

Develop a mobile application
to showcae the power of
Adobe DPS as a sales tool for
Adobe. Services will include
core information architecture
design, content development,
and user experience (UX)
and user interface (UI)
design using Adobe Digital
Publishing Suite (DPS).

TECHNOLOGY

ADOBE DPS (IOS)

Adobe DPS:

Engage
with Apps
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Sotheby’s
International
Realty
• Sales tool helps agents
showcase global marketing
capabilities
• Allows immediate content
updating
• Reduced printing costs by
$1M/year
• Robust ‘leave-behind’
capabilities.

CASE STUDIES

FEATURES

INTERACTIVITY

RESEARCH

SOLUTION & EXECUTION
For Adobe, 6D created a mobile sales enablement tool with a non-linear user journey. Adobe sales
representatives can choose to talk about the product from a variety of perspectives: features-based
or client-based. Interactivity in the form of videos and animations gives the presentation an additional
level of interest. The navigation was designed to allow the presenter to fluidly move through the
content or jump easily to different sections based on the flow of their conversation.
The design is also intended as a template the Adobe can use to expand their use case examples section
or add features sections as needed. Response by Adobe’s DPS sales forces to the app’s UX/UI as been
overwhelmingly positive.
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